
JOIN OUR MISSION
We are able to help programs like Mr. Bollier's LTC class because of contributors
like you. We would not be able to help Chuck and Tabitha and animals just like
them if it were not for our supporters in our cause. Please consider donating to
our cause to enable us to spread our services to more animals in need. 

Since 2021 the Humane Society has supported and
assisted The Lexington Technology Center's Small
Animals Program. The purpose of the program is to
allow LTC students the opportunity to learn proper
care of all types of companion animals. So far this
year the program has improved the lives of 14 cats, 5
guinea pigs, 8 rabbits, 2 rats, 1 parakeet and 1 rooster. 

Animals in the program interact with students as
they are carefully socialized, mentally and physically
stimulated, and routinely groomed. By the end of
training the domesticated animals are no longer
considered to be “animals”, but pets! They are
receptive, healthy, loyal furbabies for their adoptive
families.

Some of the animals in this program have come
from cruelty cases around the state. Most of the time
they are still recuperating physically and healing
emotionally from the trauma of abuse. The Small
Animals program continues to successfully nurture
trust in humans for the animals, teaching them to
love again. 

With the help of our gracious donors we have been
able to assist this program in spay/neuter services,
vaccines, food and supplies for these animals. We
are grateful for the opportunity to be a part of this
program and honored to provide the critical
resources necessary for adoption—all because of you!

"When we received [Chuck and Tabitha] from the
Humane Society, they didn’t have all of their hair
due to the situation in which they came from,” LTC
Teacher Robert Bollier says. “The students fell in
love with these two cats and they are currently still
in the classroom. Chuck and Tabitha are fat and
sassy now with nice coats of hair."
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GIVING ANIMALS A SECOND CHANCE

Each day, and every class
period the animals wait at the
door for the students to enter
the classroom. Chuck and
Tabitha receive soft head rubs
from each student as they
find their seats; these cats are
living the high life right now!

This story is only one example of how the Humane
Society and LTC's Small Animal Program have
worked together to rehabilitate and relocate
animals as pets. We consider ourselves fortunate
to be able to provide our services and assistance in
the care of these animals.


